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Mini Greenhouses  

Source: megacrafty.com 

Published: February 20, 2013 

 

I originally made this greenhouse last year. But thought I'd repost it because spring is right 

around the corner and this little greenhouse would make the perfect place to start seeds or 

showcase some spring bulbs that still need a little extra protection from the cold. Plus earth day 

is coming up and it's a great reuse project for old CD cases! 
 

The tutorial is pretty long... but don't get scared off because the greenhouse really isn't difficult to 

make. There are lots of details I wanted to be sure were explained clearly. To do that I had to 

break this down into a bunch of steps and include a lot of pictures. The toughest part about the 

whole project is cutting the cases into angles- and even that's not really hard to do, it just takes 

some patience. The rest of the project is just gluing! 

 

Here's what you'll need to make it: 

• Old CD Cases- it takes 40 to make a greenhouse this size (about 11"x 18" x 20") but 

you'll also want some extras in case a few break while being cut (I broke 2). 

• Plastic Glue- that dries clear. 

• Painter's Tape 

• Safety Glasses 

• Tweezers 

• You'll also need a craft knife, ruler and cutting board, and a large flat surface (that can get 

a bit of glue on it) for the cases to lay on while drying. 

http://www.megacrafty.com/2013/02/cd-case-greenhouse.html
http://matteroftrust.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/mini.jpg
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Step 1: Preparing The Cases 

 

Start with clean cd cases. More than a few of mine needed a bit of dusting off and some old price 

tags removed. Since most of my cases also had black plastic disc holders in them, and I only 

needed the clear parts of the cases, I removed and discarded the black plastic. When you remove 

the disc holders you'll notice it leaves an open space near the hinge. I'll talk more about this in 

Step 2, I just wanted to point out that this is normal and nothing to worry about. 

 

I also came across a few cases that had clear disc holders. The circular pattern reminded me of 

the fans you see in large greenhouses so I left those whole and used one on either end in the 

center of the wall's peak. 

 

Step 2: Making The Walls 

 

You'll need to make four walls for the main part of the greenhouse. The two end walls are each 

made from four cd cases. The side walls are made from six cases each. 

 

Since the cases are rectangular, not square, it's important that they are oriented the same way. All 

the walls have the hinges either on the left or the right, never on the top or bottom. 

 

 
 

Before glueing anything lay the cases out and decide if the hinges are going to be on the left or 

the right. And remember the open space near the hinge I mentioned? Make sure on each case that 

open space faces down, that way you'll have one side of each wall that's smooth solid plastic. 

 

For my end walls I chose to have the two cases on the left have the hinges on the left. The two 

cases on the right have the hinges on the right. I thought this arrangement made a nice pattern, 

but you could place them so that the hinges all meet in the middle- do whatever you think looks 

nice! 

 

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-k06w7aGQetk/T_nxy8hlHGI/AAAAAAAAGVw/iGYyZNInZrg/s1600/IMG_6071.jpg
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For the side walls I arranged it so cases on the left had the hinges facing left, cases on the right 

had hinges facing right. The cases in the middle alternated. On one wall the hinge for the case in 

the bottom row faced left and the hinge for the top row case faced right. In the second wall I flip 

flopped it, the bottom case had the hinge face right and the top faced left. 

 

Once the pattern has been decided, the cases can be glued together. 

 

Start by making the two end walls (4 cases each) then make the two side walls (six cases 

each). Apply glue to the edges wherever a case touches another case. Line them up carefully so 

the walls are even and leave them lying flat until dry. 

 

 
 

Step 3: Attach The Center CD To The Wall's Peak 

 

The last whole cd case to go on the end walls is what I like to think of as the center or focal point 

of the peak. It's where I used the cases that have the disc holders still in them. 

 

Once the glue on the end walls has set enough that you can touch the walls without disturbing the 

alignment you can move on to this step. 

 

Place the cd case in the middle of the wall- use a ruler to be sure it's centered. Glue into place. 

 

At this point I recommend letting the walls dry overnight before moving to the next step. You 

really want the cases to be nice and secure when you start cutting angles! 

 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-adniGT-xIgE/T_nyA-9zJYI/AAAAAAAAGV4/g0taPZmH0A8/s1600/IMG_6079.jpg
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Step 4: Cutting Cases For The Wall Peak 

 

Believe it or not you can cut cd cases with a craft knife (it just takes a bit of patience).  

 

But first things first- before cutting any cases you'll want to put on safety glasses. When the cases 

are being scored and snapped there's always the possibility that little shards of plastic can go 

flying. Those little bits of plastic can be just as sharp as glass... and you really don't want one of 

them in your eye! 

 

The most important part of this step is getting the angles accurate. Starting with the right corner 

of the peak place a whole case in the empty space (with the hinge facing the left and the open 

space facing down). 

 

 

 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-HjTw1Xgc2zA/T_nyO8jIAbI/AAAAAAAAGWA/A8GhGZ21xhc/s1600/IMG_6076.jpg
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-EOgfILm7gek/T_ny0eZHsNI/AAAAAAAAGWI/mDAPEi9IGgA/s1600/Angle+collage.jpg
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Lay a ruler across the case so that the edges line up with the corner of the full cases next to it and 

below it. Use your craft knife to score a line across the case that's going to be cut. 

 

Once the case is marked, flip it over and line the ruler up so it looks like it matches the line 

you've already scored on the other side. Then score a new line on this side of the case. Now that 

both sides are marked with a line, open the case up so it lays flat and score matching lines on the 

inside. 

 

 
 

Using a fair amount of pressure, repeatedly cut over all the lines on the front, back, inside, and 

outside of the case. You'll also need to cut the plastic on the edges of the case, where the front 

and back lines match up. After you've gone over the lines several times the case will begin to cut 

all the way through in some spots. When this happens the case can be snapped. To do this, 

carefully apply pressure along both sides of the score line until the case snaps cleanly. 

 

 

 
 

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-NwQgtbJAL10/T_ny8ex2R4I/AAAAAAAAGWQ/F_DrQ93iAYs/s1600/Scoring+Collage.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-bLlQJOPUfr4/T_n4ianGOgI/AAAAAAAAGWs/iSR97JX6FAA/s1600/IMG_6088.jpg
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It may take a little practice- I broke two cases before getting it right. The two most important 

parts were making sure the harder plastic on the edges of the case were scored enough and 

changing the blade when it got dull. 

 

Once the case is cut you'll notice that the two pieces don't hold together very well and that there's 

no support at the tip of the angle. To fix this, first take a leftover part of the case and cut a piece 

off the edge. 

 

 
 

Go back to the angle piece that you just cut and glue the edges of the case together. Then, using 

your tweezers, glue the leftover edge piece in between the front and back of the case to support 

the top. 

 

 
 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-bcTScYFdtic/T_n4xj1pcLI/AAAAAAAAGW0/HIRCKkOqgcg/s1600/IMG_6087.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-J4uujMQbYIY/T_n48WU_GTI/AAAAAAAAGW8/lcZM2n8NLgs/s1600/IMG_6088b.jpg
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Repeat for the left side, making sure the hinge of this case is on the right and that the open space 

is facing down. Glue both pieces into place. 

 

 
 

To make the top of the peak you'll need to cut a triangle. It's done the same way as the side 

pieces, only this time to mark the angle you'll place the ruler along the corner pieces that were 

just cut. 

 

 

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-cyi5oelX11w/T_oB6K0kznI/AAAAAAAAGXI/JX9jamRn6l0/s1600/IMG_6086.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-Gn7yDN60OBI/T_oCR7DecPI/AAAAAAAAGXQ/sykYGg7ebsA/s1600/IMG_6109.jpg
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Step 5: Gluing The Walls Together 

 

Once all 4 walls have dried stand them up and face each wall so the open spaces are on the 

inside. It's a little harder to glue this way- but the result is a nice smooth wall on the outside. 

Glue the edges of the walls, holding them in place with tape until the adhesive dries. 

 

Once the glue has set you may notice gaps or weak areas; if that's the case, use your glue like 

caulk to reinforce the joints. Run a bead of glue up the inside corners where each wall meets. 

Immediately wipe most of the glue away with a paper towel, moving from the bottom of the wall 

in a straight line towards the top while applying a little pressure with your finger. This will force 

the glue into the gaps and remove any excess. 

 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-1sBFT4hiFhk/T_oCc78xiDI/AAAAAAAAGXY/cduUSBEFU0Q/s1600/IMG_6110.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-ouVM7ZUBaMg/T_oC-B34N-I/AAAAAAAAGXo/rw7enxQvuUE/s1600/IMG_6119.jpg
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Step  6: Making The Peak Of The Roof 

 

To make the top of the roof four cd's are bent in half and lined up to form a peak. 

 

 
 

In order for the roof to lay flat against the end walls the plastic edge on the short side of the case 

(the part that's opposite the hinge) needs to be cut off. Here I've shown one cd with the plastic cut 

off next to another cd with the plastic still on. 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-esRSR-tNXTU/T_oDbxCo2bI/AAAAAAAAGXw/OnmZXU5Xrsw/s1600/IMG_6126.jpg
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-tlzdRkzczK4/T_oO1XGa3oI/AAAAAAAAGYE/5lKFb6mGRuc/s1600/IMG_6131.jpg
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Once all four cd's are cut it's time to set the angle of the roof. I thought this step was going to be 

difficult but it turned out to be very easy. Put some glue on the hinges of two cd cases. Balance 

one on the top of of each end walls and let them dry in place. 
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Once the glue has dried it will keep the case at the correct angle, and now it can be used as a 

template to set the angle on the last two cases needed for the peak. 

 

Remove the cases from their balancing place on each wall and set them on the flat 

surface. Before you glue all four cases together line them up so the openings alternate sides. The 

cases seemed to fit together more evenly this way. 

 

Glue the other two cases to the ones that have already been glued into an angle, using tape to 

keep the angle matched until the adhesive is dry. When those two pairs have set, glue all the 

cases together, and you'll have four cases for the top of the roof at the correct angles. 

 

When that piece is dry it can be centered on top of the walls and glued into place. 

 

Step 7: Finishing The Roof With Folding Panels 

 

This last part was so much fun! I think it's the finishing touch that really makes this little 

greenhouse sing. 

 

You'll need four cases for each side of the roof. Open the cases so they are laying flat, and glue 

the edges together to make a panel. Be careful not to get glue into the hinge or else your panels 

won't be able to fold up once they are dry. 

 

You'll notice that on one side of each case there are three raised plastic edges, the other side of 

the case has two raised edges and one flat edge. I placed the panels on the roof so that the side 

with the flat edge was at the bottom closest to the walls. But you can place the panels however 

you'd like- it's an aesthetic choice. 
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Place the panels so they overlap the roof's peak, cover the open area of the roof, and overhang 

the walls just a little. Be sure the flaps fold up or else you won't have panels that open for 

watering and ventilation! Glue along the top as well as the front and back sides (again it's 

important to not get glue in the hinges or else the flaps won't open). Use tape to hold the panels 

in place until the glue dries. 
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When the glue is dry remove all the tape and you'll have an incredibly light, very strong, kinda 

cute little cd case greenhouse! 

 

Want to make a mini greenhouse? Click on Source above. 

by Meg@MegaCrafty 

 

https://www.blogger.com/profile/13368362538043182559
https://www.blogger.com/profile/13368362538043182559

